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to replace those destroyed by fire. The puritan denunciation
of citizens and, especially, their wives for watching plays, and
the numerous satirical hits at them in the drama of the time
would seem to prove that they continued to attend. The
theatres that remained open after 1642 were not those where
the audience had been aristocratic but those where it had been
plebeian. The conclusion would seem inevitable, therefore,
that no 'decadence' was primarily responsible for the success of
the puritans3 final attack on the stage. Moreover they would
have closed the theatres against Shakespeare and Jonson as
readily as against Ford or Shirley, because their objection was
to the drama as essentially immoral in itself (not merely to
immoral plays), and necessarily conducive to the most fatal of
all sins, idleness.
The ordinance of 2 September 1642 decreed the closing of
theatres on the ground that public sports did not well agree
with public calamities nor stage plays with seasons of humilia-
tion. Nevertheless so inveterate was the habit of theatre-going
in London that the ordinance was often ignored. Accounts
of raids by soldiers supply the names of the theatres that re-
mained open: in October 1643 these were the Cockpit, the
Red Bull, and the Fortune.1 Finding that their first ordinance
was not obeyed, parliament passed another, in October 1647,
by which all actors were to be punished as rogues. This was
as ineffective as its predecessors, for a newsbook reports that,
whereas the sermons of the popular preacher Obadiah Sedg-
wick attracted a dozen coaches, three score carried patrons to
the Cockpit. Accordingly parliament tried a new way to
suppress stage plays, by directing that galleries, seats, and boxes
should be demolished and that spectators should be fined five
shillings for each attendance. Nevertheless plays continued
much as before, and a series of raids found four theatres open.2
Thereupon the interiors of three of them were wrecked, but
the fourth, the Red Bull, escaped and still presented dramas.
When raids made the performance of long plays too hazardous,
drolls or short humorous pieces took their place. Later came
the moral representations and the operas associated with Sir
William Davenant's name. The first English opera was The
Siege of Rhodes > produced during the autumn of 1656. Davenant,
1	Leslie Hotson, The Commonwealth and Restoration Stage (1928), p. 17.
2	Ibid,, pp. 40-1.

